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Russell For Celano, Monday anything but ordinary
drums up
support
at SJSU
By Jennifer McLain
Daily Staff Writer

Batman used to wear a black suit,
black cape and a bright logo.
His outfit may have changed a little
bit but the heroic attitude is still there
in the person, at least for the San Jose
State University Police Department
Sgt. Ray Celano.
Celano, an eight-year employee
with the UPD, said Monday morning
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

By Annelinda Aguayo
Daily Senior Staff Writer
Many people do not know gubernatorial candidate Georgy Russell by
name.
Instead, she is known as the recall
election candidate using thongs in her
quest to be the new governor of
California.
Russell was campaigning at San Jose
State University near the Studeht
Union and other facilities on Monday
to send a message.
"I want to send a signal to democrats
that they need to stop their wimpy
leadership," she said.
The 27-year-old Mountain View resident originally
from
Oakland and
software engineer
started
campaigning in
late June before
the recall was
confirmed.
"I thought it
was a great
opportunity to
run as the average person," she
RUSSELL
said.
Russell said she was able to raise the
$3,500 needed to run for governor by
accepting donations and selling T-shirts
and infamous thongs on her Web site.
"I liked using thongs because it was
something different, she said. "It was
an attention getter for young voters."
Russell said that while some people
supported her choice to use thongs as a
campaign mechanism, others found it
to be inappropriate.
"Most of the criticism (for using
thongs) came from conservatives," she
said with a smirk.
Her supporters thought using thongs
was a clever way of campaigning’ .
"I think it was a good way to find her
target market," said Rand Sundar, a
senior majoring in hospitality and
management.
What people do not realize is that
Russell takes her candidacy seriously.
Russell said she is running for gover
nor because she feels that California
is a plutocracy government for the
wealthy," and she wants to changc
that.
"Democrats need to take a stand on
more controversial issues like the death
penalty and gay marriages," Russell
said."! want ... the democratic party to
see that its true constituents are working claseople, gays and minorities."
Some SU students supported a few
of Russell’s beliefs.
"I think it’s good that she wants to be a
voice for the average person," said Lena
Ernereyeff, a sophomore majoring in
administrative justice. "None of the other
See RUSSELL page 8

RAY CELANO
University Police sergeant
he feels like Batman when he wears
the 35 -pound equipment that
includes his blue uniform, bulletproof vest, duty belt, rifle, handcuffs,
CPR shield, ammunition and wooden
baton.
Celano is one of the 34 officers who
work for the UPD. His daily job
includes going to morning and
evening briefings, patrolling the campus and the area surrounding the
campus.
He also writes proposals and does
other administrative work, maintains
his patrol car, answers to his superior,
Capt. Shannon Maloney and oversees
officers with a lower rank.
One of his main concerns is making
sure people are safe and that they
understand the rules are there for
their own safety, Celano said.
Celano, who usually gives warnings
before citations around campus, has
issued less than 15 tickets since May
2003.
He also makes is a point to smile
and wave at children.
After working out at 4:30 a.m. at
24-Hour-Fitness Monday morning,
the 6-foot, 208-pound sergeant conducted a briefing meeting to prepare
officers for the day and relieve officers
who worked the night shift.
In the UPD meeting room, seven
officers sat in desks facing Celano
while his back faced a white board.
In the meeting, Celano showed officers a picture of a student wanted for
bike theft on campus, discussed a
pending lawsuit at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo and talked about what hapor didn’t happen during
pened
the weekend.
"It was a slow weekend," Celano
said.
After the officers and Celano
exchanged jokes, laughs and convcr

sation before their 7 a.m. shifts,
Celano went back to his office to procrastinate a proposal that was due
Tuesday.
Celano said Capt. Maloney asked
him to write a proposal for a less
lethal alternative for a Taser, a weapon
designed to subdue suspects but not
kill
It passes electrical currents into a
person and can be used up to 21 feet
away from the suspects.
After passing through the evidence
room, holding rooms and the parking
lot to the patrol car, the sergeant was
almost ready to start making the
rounds.
Celano, who patrols in a white
Chevrolet, examined his car by checking all lights on the car, the fire extinguisher, shot gun and less lethal
weapon. He does this at the beginning and end of every shift.

Above: Sgt. Ray Celano, right,
puts his head down on a railing
in San Jose State University’s
Industrial Studies Building
while Corp. Victor Quintero,
left, walks away, after the pair
released a man who was suspected of masturbating in
front of a woman. Celano said,
"I really wanted this one to go
to jail ... One crime can always
lead to another."

Autumn Cruz

See POLICE, page 3
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Left: Sgt. Ray Celano, center,
leads a morning briefing at the
University Police Department
on Monday. Officers pass
around and study photos of a
missing child, left, and a man
wanted for bicycle theft, right.

Parry to toss first pitch at Giants playoff opener
San Fransisco
wanted ’Bay Area
person’ acknowledged
By Mark Cornejo
Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State University football
player Neil Parry has been chosen by
the San Francisco Giants to throw

out the ceremonial first pitch at
today’s divisional playoff game
against the Florida Marlins at Pac
Bell Park.
Parry returned to the football field for
the Spartans on Sept. 18 against
University of Nevada-Reno, 35 months
after having his right leg amputated 18
centimeters below the knee.
Parry said he was unsure whether
he would be able to be at the game
today until Major League Baseball
scheduled the first pitch for 1:06
p.m.

rhey asked
Inc awhile ago,"
Parry said. "I
be
wouldn’t
able to do it if it
were a 5 o’clock
start. I couldn’t
miss practice."
Because of
practice, Parry
said, he would
only be able to
stay for the
first inning,

then he would have to come back to
SJSU to meet up with the team at
3:30 p.m.
Even though Parry said he is disappointed he can’t stay for the entire
game he was still excited to have the
opportunity to be there.
I’m a Giants fan and it’s the first
game of the playoffs," said Parry,
who played baseball at Sonora High
School. It’s pretty sweet."
Michael Nieves, a Giants’ marketing and promotions assistant, said
Parry was invited la.t week to throw

out the first pitch but waited until
Sunday to confirm with the team
that he would be able to do it.
Nieves said it was the Giants way
of recognizing Parry’s commitment
to coming back to the football field,
and to also give Northern
Californians the opportunity to
admire one of their own.
"He’s been getting a lot of national
attention for this," Nieves said. "Neil
is a Bay Area person and we wanted
to let the Bay Area people acknowledge what he has done.

Students conceive egg designs
By Janet Pak
Daily Staff Writer

lanean Brongersina Daily staff
Mallorie Tison, a freshman majoring in art, makes an adjustment to her egg drop
device in her 3-D Concepts class. The purpose of the egg drop project is for students
to try their hand at a complex design problem with a set of restrictions and a desired
outcome.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall ... that
is until some San Jose State University students came to its rescue.
Students in Shannon Wright’s 3-D
Concepts class in the School of Art and
Desigi, were given an assignment to create
a carrier that would protect the egg when
dropped.
"That’s what design is ... creating something visually engaging at the same time
saving the egg," Wright said.
Wright, assistant professor of spatial art
and coordinator of the 3-D foundations
area said her students had to come up with
a creative or artistic design and save the egg
during the drop.
The egg-drop contest is an assignment
given to physics and engineering students,
and for many years also to art and design
students, Wright said.
Wright said the basic premise of the
assignment is to design a vessel, or carrier,
which will protect one medium-sized raw
egg from breaking when dropped from a
third story building or window.

"It’s something to shoot for," said Wright,
adding if students had an elaborate design
and didn’t want to participate in the egg
drop, she wouldn’t lower their grade.
She said as long as students aspired to save
the egg and had visual impact, then she
wouldn’t grade down.
She said she’s given the assignment before
when she taught at Columbia College in
Chicago.
Farzad Malekzadeh, a senior industrial
design major, said a lot of physics and
geometry was involved in the project, which
didn’t make the assignment difficult.
"When you do it for love and passion, the
end result will be stunning," Iklalelczadeh
said.
Malekzadeh made three different eggdrop structures and tested two of them from
the high-rise of his apartment building.
"It’s impossible," said Maleltzadeh for the
egg to be destroyed in his structures.
He said he used rubber bands and light
wood to protect the egg.
Malekzadeh said it wasn’t an impossible
task to complete because he applied physics
and geometry to make the framework.
"I learned how to apply materials for a beaualekzadeh, who also
tiful design," said

learned how sewing could play such a crucial
role.
The class, 3-D concepts, is required for all
art and design students, said Wright who
teaches two sections of the course.
She said the egg was used instead of other
foods because its a traditional aspect of the
assignment.
Constraints on materials included thin
wooden dowels or thin strips of wood,
string, rubber bands, fabric and glue,
_Wright said.
Wright said emphasis was placed on making a strong but lightweight cage" or frame
using delicate linear elements.
She said she wanted students to make the
most of the fact they were using lightweight
and delicate nature of the materials.
Wright said she had students approach
the assignment by breaking it into stages so
it wouldn’t seem daunting.
Since early September, students started
with a few sketches of possible designs and
students could work with a variety of ideas
to make it, Wright said.
She also had student’s brainstorm and
research possible images for their design.

See EGG, page 4
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What matters are the lessons my father left me
Sept. 27, 1994, was a day nearly two years in the making.
I knew the day would come, and I had told myself I would
be prepared.
I mat.
I was sitting in my eighth grade homeroom class when the
word came.
I was summoned to the principal’s office and in the back of
my mind, I knew why! was there.
After sitting alone in a corner of the office someone finally
came over and tried to tell me what had happened.
The lady didn’t even get two words out before I was overcome with tears.
My father had died.
I knew the day would come, and I had told myself I would
be prepared when it finally happened.
Why wouldn’t! be?
It wouldn’t be the first time someone in my family died.
Two years before my father died, my older brother Ignacio
was killed in a car accident by a drunk driver.
I certainly wasn’t prepared for that and the shock had come
so abruptly that it all felt like a dream I would eventually
wake up from.
When I realized it wasn’t a dream and I couldn’t just open
my eyes and see my brother, I knew my life wouldn’t be the
same again. I had to move on though.
When my family was told alnioct a year later that my father

had esophageal cancer, I knew it wasn’t a dream.
Things were real.
There wasn’t any closing my eyes and pretending things
were OK.
I couldn’t escape the constant reminder
that the doctors weren’t able to operate on
my father or that the chemotherapy and
radiation were only prolonging the
inevitable.
The circle of life is evident.
You are bom, you live and then you die.
My father had died and even though we
never had the best father-son relationship, I
missed him.
There was some comfort in thinking it
DANIEL
was all for the better.
Who says grown men don’t cry?
My father did.
There where nights when the pain WAS LOO much and the
morphine didp’t help.
Those were sleepless nights for my mom, who took care of
him.
There were countless times when he couldn’t get a single
bite of his dinner to stay down.
You would cry too if you saw your life coming to an end.
When we buried my father, it didn’t all come to an end.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries arc printed in the order in which they are received.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library on second floor
in lecture room 225.

TODAY
CAREER CENTER
A job search strategy workshop and a resume critique
will take place today from noon to 1 p.m. in building
F. For more information, call the Career Center at
924-6031.

CAREER CENTER
IBM Day will be held today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Umunhum room in the Student Union. For more
information, call the Career Center at 924-6031.

GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL TRANSGENDER ALLIES
A general group meeting will take place on Oct. 1
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the Almaden room in the .
Student Union. For more information, e-mail
glbta_sjsu@yahoo.com.

ACADEMIC SERVICES
EOP open house will take place from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. today in the Student Services Center, room 603.
For more information, call Felicia Nance at 924-2595.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
A symposium on leading technologies with Dr. Inder
M. Singh, the CEO and chairman of Lyntuc Words
Inc. will be held on Oct. 2 from noon to 1 p.m. in the
College of Engineering auditorium, room 189. The
title of the symposium is Trends in Embedded
Operating Systems. For more information, call Kate
Shelton at 924-4086.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND GERONTOLOGY PROGRAMS
A video conference on complementary and alternative
medicine titled Moving Toward Integration in
Contemporary Health care Settings will take place
Oct. 2 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in SJSU IRC, room 302.
For more information, call Caroline at 924-3116 or
Nancy Hikoyeda at 924- 2938.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Locheed Martin will hold a resume workshop for
recruitment on Oct. 1 at 4:30_p.m. in the Costanoan
room in the Student Union. For more information,
visit www.cob.sjsu.eduffma.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
The FMA stock competition’s deadline is today
Submit $5 to win up to $120. See the Web site
www.cob.sisu.edu/fma for forms.

90.5 FM K5.15 SISU’s COLLEGE RADIO
Tuneful Tuesday presents Sonic Orange today from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Amphitheater in the student
Union. For more information, e-mail tuneful@ksjs.org
or call Gabu at 924-4578.

AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM
Nanalamilla Boyd will speak on "Reflections on
Uncovery - a Gay Past ’Through Oral History" on
Oct. 2 at 3 p.m. in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library in room 255. For more information, call Gail
Sansbury at (415) 824-2659 or 924-4463.

SOCIETY OF LATINO ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS
The next general meeting will be held Oct. 2 from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room in the Student
Union. All SJSU students are welcome. M.E. and
E.E. students should bring their resume for internship
opportunities. For more information, e-mail Michelle
at vintage_44@hotmail.com.

STUDENT LIFE AND LEADERSHIP

The first annual organization leadership conference
will take place on Oct. 4 from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
the Student Union. For more information, call Nam
Nguyen at 924-5963.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS FOR DEAN

A meeting will take place on Oct.1 at 7 p.m. in the
University Club on 8th and San Salvador streets. For
more information, call Jacquie Heffner at 712-5886.
A lecture by Dr. Roth titled "Looking Jewish in
Ancient Times" will take place Oct. 7 at 3 p.m. in Dr.
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banda (with the band).
There are songs that have memorialized this.
The band playing alongside your grave AS you are lowered
into the ground is supposed to symbolize how much you
enjoyed life.
I would rather hsten to the music now, but when I’m dead,
play my songs, play my corridos and share the fond memories.
I certainly don’t know what’s inscribed on my father’s tomb
stone other than his name, Jose Guadalupe Lopez and the
day he was born, March 16, 1949, and the day he died, Sept.
27, 1994.
That isn’t what matters though.
When I visit his grave and my brother’s, there is no real
meaning behind it.
It’s just a plot in the ground with a box for their bones.
When I look in the mirror and see that I have my father’s
eyes or when I swing a hammer, that’s what matters.
The circle of life might be birth, life and death but on a
tombstone you don’t see what happened during that dash that
separates the day you were born and the day you die.
Daniel Lopez is the
Spartan Daily sports editor.
’Serve One Up With A Lime’ appears Tuesdays.
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PHI ALPHA THETA HISTORY HONOR SOCIETY

It was more like planting a seed and having that reality
check hit you and letting you know that one day your time
will come.
My father left mc with many things before
he died.
Sure I inherited the Ruger 10/22 he taught
me how to shoot with.
He also left me many lessons that Are more
valuable than anything that could be found
in a textbook.
The man with a third grade education,
who could hardly read or write taught mc
how to swing a hammer, how to ride a horse
and a dozen other things I take for granted.
More importantly, he gave me an appreciLOPEZ
ation for life.
I know my time could come at any moment.
So why not make every day count.
Life is too valuable to waste worrying about petty things.
When you die all you get is a box for your bones and a plot
in the cemetery with a head stone, if you’re lucky.
Do you really want to be remembered by six or seven lines
on a tombstone?
I certainly don’t.
There seems to be something about when a Mexican dies
that makes you want to be buried with a mariachi or con la

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
A workshop ’,resented by Mike Hernandez of synopsis about "The Realtor of HR" will take place Oct. 1
at 4:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe room in the Student
Union. There will be free food and refreshments and
all majors are welcome. For more information, visit
www.cob.sjsu.edu/assoc/hrma or e-mail
sjsuhrma@yahoo.com.

GOLDEN KEY INTERNATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
An information table will take place Irons 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. today in front of tire Student Union, table number 5.

THE LISTENING HOUR CONCERT SERIES
A concert with Dr. Kris Palmer, Modern Wood Flute,
will take place on Oct. 2 from 12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m.
in the Music building Concert Hall. Admission is
free. For more information, call 924-4673.

"TUESDAY" LISTENING HOUR CONCERT SERIES
Student highlights with voice, piano and harp will
taker place today from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the
Music building Concert hall. For more information,
call Jan Stubbe at 924-4649.

"THURSDAY" USTENING HOUR CONCERT SERIES

A solo flute recital with 1)r. Kris Palmer, modern
wood flute will take place on Oct. 2 from 12:30 p.m.
to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert hall. For
more information, call Joan Stubbe at 924-4649.

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m.
in SJSU campus ministry center. For more information, call sister Marcia at 938-1610.

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Sunday Masses take place every Sunday from 12 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in SJSU campus ministry center. For more
information, call sister Marcia at 938-1610.

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY.
Scripture reflection on the upcoming Sunday readings
takes place at 7 p.m. on Thursdays in the chapel on
the corner of Tenth and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call sister Marcia at 938-1610.

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

An Alpha Omega meeting takes placefrom 8:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m. on Thursdays in the SJSU campus ministry
center. For more information, c Kay Polintan at
938-1610.

YOUTH FOR CHRIST
Weekly meetings take place at 7:30 p.m. every
Wednesday in the SJSU Campus Ministry Center.
For more information, call Sheryl Hilario at 4312459.

Education is a privilege,
even at a state college
It’s funny how we can take so many things for granted at
times - especially a thing such as education.
For millions around the world, education is a far-away
thought - a dream, a luxury for the privileged few.
Many young students in different countries vie for an
education in the United States.
While in high school, I would read about American universities such as Harvard and Yale, and their reputation for
being world-class institutes of higher education.
In college, I would always be envious of friends who had
made it to the United States to get their
undergraduate degrees. I thought to
myself, "will I ever make it there?"
Although my parents were comfortably
well off, they never intended to send me
abroad for an education.
So, as a teenager growing up in India, an
education in the United States eluded me.
I had accepted that I’d never get here.
Maybe in another fife, I thought.
I was always under the impression that
an American education was an expensive
deal - something only the rich could
FALGUNI
afford.
I didn’t have the means, courage and the ability to get
here on my own.

A few years later I married my college sweetheart and
found myself in Silicon Valley. Finding a job was not easy,
so I thought of going to graduate school.
My husband was totally supportive of my decision and
helped me enroll at San Jose State University for a master’s
degree in mass communications.
My first semester here was full of surprises and questions.
What the hell is a green sheet? What is a grade point
average? How do you enroll in a class? What are units?
What does GE stand for? Who is a provost?
The education system didn’t make sense to me. I was lost.
I didn’t know what the professors expected of me.
I thought, "How can you call your teachers by their first
names?" We always addressed them as "Sir" or "Ma’am"
back home.
I didn’t understand how a class in yoga would work
toward a degree in mechanical engineering.
It confused mc how, at American universities, students
had until their sophomore year to choose their major. In
India, we pretty much had to decide after 10th grade
which field we wanted to pursue - which obviously was
too early for someone as indecisive as me.
I was having second thoughts about my decision.
However, I moved on, not having much of an option.
A year later and into my third semester, I am a changed
person.

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
A Bible Study with an introduction to the worldwide
organization takes place every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in the Ohlone room in the Student Union. For more
information, call Andrew Kim at 674-3000.

What was then indecipherable, nonsense and mysterious
to me is now crystal clear and makes perfect sense.
All my questions have been answered, and I feel there
could be no better place for me. I have a more well rounded personality.
Now I know how a yoga class can help someone to
become a good mechanical engineer.
Now I know why ’students here call their professors by
their first names - because they are more friends and
mentors than hard -fisted dictators.
Professors take the time to sort out
problems for their students- sometimes
even personal problems.
Now I know why students have until’
their sophomore year to decide their
major - so that, hurriedly, they don’t end
up choosing fields they were never meant
for and they don’t regret their decisions for
the rest of their lives.
In this past year, my teachers made mc
realize that my opinions matter. I felt
more satisfied to be me.
On the Spartan Daily,! have the oppor
BHUTA
tunity to run a newspaper. Here, I get a
chance to mess up and learn from my mistakes, so that I
don’t repeat them in real life. My nationality and race have
never come in the way of my progress, and working with
my young American crilleavin, ha, made me open up to
ideas.

, Sometimes, it makes me mad to see students here complain about education.
Remember, it’s a privilege that millions in other countric,
would die for. At some point, I was one of them.
We get to interact with some of the most intelligent pe,,
pie and work on the latest technology in one of the most
progressive regions of the world.
And all this comes with an affordable price tag.
You don’t have to go to expensive, private universities to
get a good education.
California has the cheapest and one of the best state education systems in the nation. According to the California
State University Web site, in 2002-2003 our undergraduate counterparts at Rutgers University (a state universiti.
in New Jersey paid 87,308 compared to 82,070 at CSU.
I might not be at Harvard or Yale, but I sure am glad to
be at SJSU.

Falguni Bhuta is the
Spartan Daily projects editor
’The Third Eye’ appears every other Tuesday

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I JONAH PTAK

ISLAMIC STUDIES GROUP
himmah prayer takes placy every Friday at 1:15 in the
Costanoan room in the Student Union. For more
information, call Yasir Rao at 286-1217 or e-mail
msaliaison_sjsu@hotmail.com.

ASIAN AMERICAN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
AACF meets at 6:30 p.m. ever!, \ do, ,day in the
Costanoan room on the top floor in the Student
Union. Everyone is welcome. For more information,
visit the Web site www.aacfsjsu.com.

NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE

The department of nutrition and food science will
offer students and faculty a chance to test their body
fat every Monday from 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m, and every
Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. the entire semester.
A new machine will be sued and each assessment
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Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and may hr
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions nuist con
tain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and maj.II
Submissions may be placed in the I,etters to the F.ditor box at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Rental Hall, Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartendaily0lcasa.sjsu.edu or mailed
to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Maas Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the tonsensus of the Spann.
Daily editors, not the staff
Oplf11,111% and ;advertisements du not necessarily refit,
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mat.
Communications, ot
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continuedfrom page 1
After spending several hours patrolling the campus and listening to the dispatch radios for SJPD
and UPD, Celano did not find much action,
despite the 28 halfway houses that surround campus and over 600 registered sex offenders.
Its not busy during day shifts until 3 o’clock.
That’s when the action starts," Celano said.
At 4:24 p.m., Celano raced across campus from
Seventh and Reed streets in his patrol car to the
Industrial Studies building after receiving a call
about a man who was allegedly masturbating in
public.
A woman called the UPD to report a man with
his hands in his pants who appeared to be masturbating, Celano said.
Four other officers were at the scene before Ray
Celano arrived.
After briefly listening to the story of the suspect halfway home resident John Contreras
Ray
Celano examined the men’s restroom for paraphernalia.
Celano found a ripped out page from a pornographic magazine, a pair of the suspect’s pants and
a soda cup from Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Celano explained, before asking the suspect himelf, that many sex offenders are asked if they have
an erection, are wearing underwear or have pants
with easy access.
After whispering to officer Stevan Manzur to ask
if the suspect was wearing underwear, Manzur
asked the suspect (who was sitting down), "What
are you wearing today, boxers or briefs?" The suspect answered, unsurprisingly to Celano, that he
was not wearing underwear, he said.
Sex offenders are attracted to SJSU because it is
cheap entertainment, there is free transportation to
the area and it is an easy target, Celano said.
Contreras, however, was not arrested or charged
with a misdemeanor because he was not exposing
himself and the woman who called in chose not to
press charges, he said.
"My concern is getting someone in trouble that
may by mentally disturbed," said the woman who
called UPD.
Celano, who appeared distressed after hearing
that the victim was shaken up by the incident,
was disappointed an arrest could not be made, he
said.
"I really wanted him to go to jail. I don’t like any
kind of sex crimes. We don’t know if he will transform into a future rapist. One crime can always
lead to another," Celano said as he drove away from
the scene.
Celano, though he spends 42 hours a week at the
UPD, has a personal fife as well.
He has enjoys watching movies, mountain biking
and working out, Celano said in his patrol car.
"Not everyone here is as in shape as I am,"
Celano said as he looked in his patrol car for a plastic cup to mix his liquid vanilla meal substitute,
which he relies on and is especially helpful when he
doesn’t have time to eat.
He drinks three every day in addition to regular
meals.
Celano compared his meal and workout tactics
during lunch at a Chinese restaurant with four
other-UPD officers. To keep in shape, they mountain bike, train for marathons and work out at the
gym, the five officers said in between bites of
mon chicken and steamed rice.
In addition to health talks, several officers at
lunch expressed their concerns with students who
do not respond to moving patrol cars on campus,
even when they have the liz-hts on.

Associated Press
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S. Korea
opposes
’radical
measures’
Associated Press

Photos by Autumn Cruz / Daily Staff

Although Celano said the pay is not as good at
the UPD as it is at SJPD, he prefers working at the
university because of the family-like bond the
employees have with one another.
"If I worked at SJPD I could make $93,000 but
working for the UPD I make $60,000. I would not
give up my family at UPD for $20,000," Celano
said.
Because of the low pay, Celano lives at his grandmother’s house in Santa Clara, where he grew up.
He goes home to Stockton on his time off.
In fact, Celano said, many of the officers commute.
"We have people that commute fronl Modesto,
Galt (near Sacramento) and San Francisco because
they like working here but cannot afford it,"
Celano said.
After enrolling and graduating from West Valley
Community College with a two-year degree in
Administration ofJustice, Celano was immediately hired by the SJPD in 1996. Celano said he did
not like working for SJPD because it was too
"click" oriented.
"You either fit in or you didn’t," Celano said,
though he suggested that the attitude has probably
changed since he worked there.
After being laid off, Celano worked for the
Sheriff’s Office at the Santa Clara County, which
he loved, he said.
"One minute I’d be in the city, the next minute I’d
be a cowboy in the country," Celano said.
Celano got hired at the UPD and, though he
loves the work he is unsure in what direction he
will go next.
"Ill could do it different, I would get trained as a
fireman and an
Celano said

Above: Sgt. Ray
Celano, left, questions John Contreras,
a resident of a San
Jose halfway house,
in the Industrial
Studies building
Monday. From left to
right, Officer Joel
Anaya, Cpl. Vincent
Quintero and Officer
Stevan Munzur help
with the questioning.
Contreras was questioned on suspicion
that he masturbated
in front of a woman.
He has been arrested
one time before for
indecent exposure.
Left: Sgt. Ray Celano
of the University
Police Department
patrols San Fernando
Street Monday afternoon. Reflected in his
car window are his
police patch and
chevrons.

SEOUL, South Korea Seeking
a regime change in North Korea
will heighten military tensions and
encourage the communist state to
retain its nuclear program, South
Korea’s foreign minister said
Monday.
The foreign minister, Yoon
Young-kwan, said Bush administration officials have told him that
they have no intention of attacking
North Korea or forcing a change in
its government, even though some
U.S. officials want an end to the
regime of Kim Jong II.
If North Korea believes that the
United States and the outside world
are seeking drastic change against
the wishes of the North, it will
probably never give up its nuclear
option,’ Yoon told a forum in
Seoul. "On the contrary, it will cling
more desperately to "the nuclear
option as the last resort."
Yoon said South Korean public
opinion stronifly objects to any radical measures against North Korea
that would sharply increase military
tensions.
The United States, China, Russia,
Japan and the two Koreas met in
Beijing last month to defuse tensions over the North’s suspected
nuclear weapons program. The
meeting ended with no proposed
date for further talks.
Washington is urging North Korea
to abandon the pursuit of nuclear
weapons. North Korea says it will
pursue its nuclear programs as a
deterrent" unless the United States
agrees to a nonaggression treaty,
economic aid and diplomatic ties.
On Monday, North Korea
Foreign Ministry spokesman
charged that the Bush administration was reluctant to sign a nonaggression treaty because of fears it
might weaken the South KoreaU.S. mutual defense treaty.
"The U.S. is foolishly seeking to
fish in the troubled waters by maintaining the confrontational structure
... through the South Korea-U.S.
mutual defense treaty," the
spokesman said on the eve of the
50th anniversary of the signing of
the treaty.

Soldiers on R&R receive
Ousted Palestinian security chief
says violent uprising a mistake airline discounts for US travel

to
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GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip The
ousted Palestinian security chief said
Monday that his people were better
off before they launched their armed
uprising. But a jailed leader of the
revolt told an Israeli court he has no
regrets.
Despite such conflicting views,
there was little public debate among
Palestinians as the "intefadeh"
which has killed thousands, brought
economic ruin and all but snuffed
entered its
out peace hopes
fourth year. In Gaza, several thousupport the
to
Monday
sand rallied
struggle.
Also Monday, Yasser Arafat, suffering from flu, summoned his personal
physician, Dr. Ashraf al-Kurdi from
Jordan, who arrived at the Palestinian
leader’s office with a team of medical
,pecialists.
Arafat suffers from tremors in his
lower lip which doctors have called a
nervous tic but some speculate may
come from Parkinson s disease, a
degenerative neurological disease.
Arafat and al-Kurdi emerged from
the compound and Arafat said, "the
illness is over, thank God." Al-Kurcli
said he was "astonished to find him in
good health despite his living in
unhealthy conditions."
The Palestinian leader has been
holed up in his battered Ramallah
headquarters for most of the past two
afraid to leave for fear Israel
years
might block his return or storm the
offices to seize wanted men it believes
robe inside.
Israeli Prime Minister Arid l Sharon
has made sidelining Arafat a cornerstone of his policy and has convinted
the United States that Arafat is supporting terrorism and impeding

ciforts to end the three years of vio- the Palestinians’ international standlence.
sing at a time when the West was
Arafat has most recently been ’becoming, increasingly sensitive to the
accused of blocking efforts by outgo- threat of terrorism.
Dahlan said the Palestinians’ first
ing Palestinian Prime Minister
Mahmoud Abbas and his security uprising, from 1987-1993, in which
chief Mohammed Dahlan to imple- demonstrators faced soldiers with
ment the U.S.-backed "road map" rocks and bottles, was much more
peace plan by disarming militant effective than the current revolt. It
"brought us back to our homeland,"
groups.
Abbas resigned three weeks ago, and said Dahlan, who along with Arafat
Dahlan has been left out of the returned from exile in the mid emerging Cabinet of premier-desig- 1990s.
Before the current uprising, "we
nate and longtime Arafat ally Ahmed
were in a better position than we are
Qsireia.
On Sunday, the Lebanese newspa- now, politically and internationally,"
per The Daily Star quoted Dahlan as Dahlan said in the interview.
Israeli premier Ehud Barak was
saying that taking up arms against
Israel was a mistake.
then proposing a Palestinian state in
In an AP interview in his Gaza City all of Gaza and more than 90 percent
office, Dahlan said Monday that the of the West Bank, with a foothold in
Palestinians misread the implications Jerusalem. Israel’s economy was
of the Sept. 11 attacks in the United growing at 6 percent annually, and the
States. "Nine-eleven was the turning nascent Palestinian one was on the
point of everything," he said. "We did upswing on the strength of peace
not understand 9-11 in a correct and hopes and investment in tourism.
The Palestinian uprising broke out
substantial way, in order to ... bring
back the international legitimacy for after then -opposition leader Sharon
our (Palestinian) Authority and for visited the contested Jerusalem holy
site known to Muslims as Haram asour president (Arafat)."
Shard and to Jews as the Temple
Other critics of the uprising
have said suicide Mount on Sept. 28, 2000. Deadly
including Abbas
bombings and .1,, ,.
rs weakened clashes brokc out the next dAv.

American Airlines, which had been
offering soldiers discounts on threeMajor airlines are offering dis- day advance purchase tickets since
counts to soldiers on vacation from May, updated its policy Monday to
the campaign in Iraq, after the mil- match its competitors.
Northwest Airlines on Monday
tary’s rest and relaxation program
was criticized because the last leg of said it matched the three-day
soldiers’ travel in the United States advance purchase deals offered by
American.
is not paid for.
The carriers’ discounts are good for
Under the first major R&R probetween
Baltimore gram since Vietnam, the government travel
pays for flights from Iraq to Washington International Airport,
Germany, and then the United States, where troops have been arriving
at which point the troops must pick since last week, and anywhere else in
the United States.
up the tab for any domestic travel.
All the carriers are offering
Before Delta Air Lines and
Southwest Airlines this weekend roundtrip fares in the continental
United
States to soldiers and their
special
began offering the troops
fares requiring no advance purchase, dependents that cost less than
soldiers on vacation with little notice $200.
Southwest’s offer is valid through
were faced with buying expensive
Jan. 7, while American’s and Delta’s
last-minute fares.
"What family can afford to pay offers are good through Sept. 15,2004.
Aware of the minor stir caused
$2,000 or more for a same -day plane
ticket?" said Sherry Billups of among soldiers facing high-priced,
Backduck, Minn., whose husband
Steven Baazard is a 15 -year veteran
of the National Guard.
Under the terms of discounts
offered by Delta and Southwest, no
advance purchase or minimum stay
is required and fares are refundable.
Associated Press
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The Associated Students
Child Cieve4opment Center
has a number of openings

lj

ast,.2s. for children between the
ages of 3 1/2 and 6 years
Full time care is ayallab4e,
Monday through Friday, from 715am to
530pm. Program is certified by the Calrforma
Department of Education Low adult -child ratio
Small class sizes Age appropriate citrirculurn
Chad Develeperere
Cedar

Call 924-69118 for more information
,
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The Newest Place To Party
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last-minute fares, the Army said it
could have done a better job informing carriers before the R&R program
went into effect.
"One thing the Army might not
have done well was coordinate with
commercial
a i rl i ners,"
Army
spokesman Joe Burlas said Monday.
"We’re glad they’re getting the word
now and offering these discounts."
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KICKBOXING

BODYSHAPINO

Wushu (also known as hung to) is :he Sly is’ of nail al arts
displayed in movies by Jet Li and Jack.e Chan, and in Crouching
Tiger Hidden Dragon. It includes bare hand styles such as Long
Fist, Drunken Fist, Monkey Style, and Eagle Claw, and utilizes a
dazzling array of traditional Chinese weapoos such as swords,
staffs, and spears. Wushu also incorporates stunning aerial and
tumbling techniques.
’We’re located lust 6 minutes away from 5)5111
Wushu Central 1331 Coleman Ave Santa Clara, CA 93050
Tel: (408) 567-8075 Email: inferewushucentral.com

www.wushucentral.com
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University Room provides SJSU with alternative to fast food
Meals remain
affordable in
restaurant-style
atmosphere
By Alexandra Proca
Daily Staff Writer*
Students who want to escape the
hustle and the bustle in the Student
Union and have a quiet meal somewhere else on campus where staff is
serving them can head to the
University Room.
Round tables, elegant chairs and
classical music create an atmosphere
where students can eat and study with
no disturbance around, some students
agreed.
The facility makes "an alternative of
choice" to other eating services on
campus, said Michelle Gendreau,
director of the Spartan Dining
Services.
The University Room is located in
the Old Cafeteria building.
Heidi Kantz, a junior business management major, was reading a book in
the University Room after she had
breakfast on Monday morning.
"It’s nice and quiet. They bring you
food," Kantz said about the
University Room. "I really like the
French toast." Kantz said she had
found out about the place from her
boyfriend who works in the
University Room.
Although the University Room is
located right in the middle of the
campus, next to the Student Life and
Leadership center, many students
might pass by without noticing it.
However, the traditional blue and

Llsa Inman Daily Staff
The University Room, the former school cafeteria, is a place where students can go to get away from
their hectic class schedules and have a peaceful meal served to them, said Mai Lan Mani, a junior
majoring in microbiology. The University Room’s hours are Monday through Thursday 7:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. It is closed on Friday.

red fluorescent "Open" sign stays on
from 7:30 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Mondays through Thursdays.
Breakfast starts at 7:30 a.m. and
goes until 10:30 a.m. Lunch is served
from 11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m., said
James Whinery, assistarft director
with the Spartan Dining, to which

the University Room belongs.
Whinery said that the facility differs
from other Spartan Dining venues
because it functions more like a
restaurant than a fast food service.
"We make everything to order,"
Whinery said.
Some students that were having

EGG I Projects to be dropped Wednesday
continuedfrom page 1
Materials also give ideas during the
process, Wright said.
An optional aspect of the assignment was to incorporate Leonardo
DaVinci type ideas into the design.
She said she had several criteria in
mind when grading, including good
craftsmanship, inventive ideas and
use of visual relationships like balance
and negative space.
"I want them to understand how
abstraction works," Wright said.
She also likes how the project has
concrete problems to solve and it’s
made unique by presenting it as tinsel
architecture as opposed to making the
egg survive.
During class Monday, Wright gave

She said her project was part funccritigues on the projects and said she
was impressed by the work she saw.
tional but also conceptual.
Adams said the feedback she
"They made ambitious projects,"
received on sketches from her peers
Wright said.
Angel Adams, a senior digital media helped her with the project.
"Some things were tricky and unexmajor, spent two weeks on her structure though she didn’t want to partic- pected," said Adams, who spent a lot
of time measuring and exploring
ipate in the egg drop.
Adams said she approached the what would work
The limited usage of materials was a
assignment by looking at unpredictabilbig challenge, Adams said, since the
ity of dropping the egg so high up.
"I decided to make something that wood could onlybend so much when
was the same on all sides," Adams said. attached.
Wright said she would videotape
She said having symmetry and
shape with the egg in the middle was the students dropping the eggs on
Wednesday from the top Of the
one direction she looked at.
"I liked the conceptual side of the Student Union.
project," Adams said. "It was pretty
Drop time for both classes are
much up to us on the design, themes schedule. for 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.,
respectively.
and ideas behind it."

breakfast in the room on Monday
morning agreed that they came in for
the calm atmosphere and the food.
Mai Lan Pham, a junior microbiology major, came for the first time to
have breakfast at the University Room
on Monday with her sister Tuyet
Mini. freNliman biology major.

"It’s really peaceful," Mai said.
She said she spontaneously decided
to try breakfast at the University
Room.
"Last year, I always saw the menu,
but never came in. Today I was just
walking and I decided to come in,"
Mai said.
At the same time, Tuyet said she
liked it because "the food is good, the
atmosphere is good, they have good
music.
Joseph Rostam, a junior majoring in
industrial systems engineering, said
he has been visiting the facility for
three years.
"It’s nice and quiet," Rostam said.
"And it is more organized than the
rest of the school."
Rostam is a vegetarian and he said
there is always at least one item on the
menu that suits his needs.
"The food is not as healthy as it
should be, but at least it is better than
fast food places," Rostam said.
The University Room used to be
open only for faculty until a couple of
years ago, Whinery said.
Rostam said he used the facility
even then because he looks older than
the average student and was able to
pass as a faculty member.
Before changing its format, the
University Room was a practicing lab
for hospitability management majors,
said Aran Finkelstein, a lecturer with
the nutrition and food science department. Now, students are serving and
cooking at the University Club, on
Eighth street, Finkelstein said.
Although the facility doesn’t receive
as much attendance as other eating
places on campus, Spartan Dining
decided to open the room to students
use once officials realized they needed
more dining space, Gendreau said.
"In the late 90s, we saw a need for

additional seating and looked at various places on campus," Gendreau
said.
With waffles and bacon for $3.50,
two eggs, country potatoes and toast
for $4.19 or the Spartan sandwich
meal for $3.15, the University ROOITI
has a menu for all budgets.
Whinery said that meals are tailored
to allow students to use their meal
plans at the facility.
"The breakfast plan has a retail
$3.15. I priced some
equivalency
items to be able to fit in their plan, so
that they can come in and use their
plan still," Whinery said.
The lunch menu includes herbs
$4.25,
for
chicken
roasted
Mediterranean salad for $4.25 and
jilapenos
sauce,
creamy
with
nachos
and salsa for $2.99, among others.
Aside from regular items, each day
features a special, Juana Nevarez, one
of the University Room’s cooks, said.
If any patron or group of patrons
spend at least $35 on their meal, they
can enjoy an even more peaceful
lunch in the hidden conference style
Alumni Room, Brian Miller, an
employee working at the University
Room said.
The Alumni Room has a long table
for 16, a phone and a TV.
To meet patrons’ needs, the facility
employs two full-time cooks and four
staff members, Whinery said.
Real plates and silver enforce how
people perceive the facility, Whinery
said.
"It is much more conscious of the
environment," he said.
Outside normal operating hours the
Spartan Catering rents the University
Room to different event organizers.
The University Room is closed on
Fridays and during winter and summer breaks

Nobel prize commitee waits for Oct. 10
deadline to release winner’s name
A.S.Sociated Pie!)
OSLO, Norway The committee
that selects the winner of the annual
Nobel Peace Prize has made its decision, but as usual offered no hints
ahead of the Oct. 10 announcement.
The five-member committee works
in deep secret during a series of meetings each year, even keeping the
names of nominees secret for 50
years.
Nobel watchers say there is no clear
favorite for this year’s prize, but some
names bandied about include Pope
John Paul II, Brazilian President Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva and Afghan

President liamid Karim.
Geir Lundestad, the committee’s
nonvoting secretary, would only say
that the committee reached a decision.
"I can’t say whether any winner was
selected, or anything else," he said,
referring to the committee’s option of
awarding no prize, which it last did in
1972.
A record 165 nominations were
received by the Feb. 1 deadline. Even
though the committee keeps the
names secret, those nominating a candidate often announce their preference.
President Bush, British Prime
Minister Tony Blair, and French

President Jet.ques Chirat. are all
known nominees, but Norwegian
experts, including noted peace
researcher Stein Toennesson, agree
none of them has a chance.
Sergio Vieira de Mello, the U.N.
envoy to Iraq who died in last month’s
bombing of the world body’s headquarters in Baghdad, is also excluded
because the rules now prohibit
posthumous prizes.
The only posthumous prize, in 1961,
went to U.N. Secretary-General Dag
Hammerskjold after he died in a plane
crash in Africa. Lundestad said the
rules were then changed to prohibit
such prizes.

VOTE OCT. 7: NO on 54 / REJECT the RECALL

VOTE NO
ON
PROP 54

REJECT
THE RECALL.
YES ON
BUSTAMANTE

PROP 54: Bad public policy.

RECALL

Bad for Students/Bad for Education
Prop 54 threatens to turn back progress in
educational opportunities for California’s diverse
population. If passed, the CSU won’t be able to
evaluate effectively student retention or outreach
programs. We’ll also miss opportunities for
financial aid.

Wastes Taxpayers’ MoneyWith costs of up
to $75 million, the election wastes vital resources that
could be used to fund real programs for Californians.

It would take away from doctors, educators,
scientists and advocates powerful tools to identify
and measure how well we’re doing to treat, educate
and protect all Californians.
Bad MedicineProp 54 impedes the discovery
of real differences between racial and ethnic groups
in healthcare and disease patterns.

A Bad IdeaThe recall is ado -over" of an election
held just last November. If successful, it sets the stage
for an endless cycle of divisiveand costlyelections.
Labor unions, the California Business Roundtable, and
Senator Dianne Feinstein all oppose the recall.
BUSTAMANTE
Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante is the best choice if
the Recall passes. He has a long record of support
for education.

California Faculty Association www.calfac.org
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Spartans look to remain
unbeaten in homestand
By Ian Ross

card suspensions for their next game,
against Cal State Monterey Bay on
Wednesday.
The Spartan men’s soccer team will
Striker Randy Poggio received a red
look to complete an unbeaten five- card for head butting an opponent
game homestand when it faces Cal with three minutes left in the second
State Monterey Bay and the overtime period and will not be eligiUniversity of San Francisco this week. ble to play on Wednesday, St. Clair
said. Poggio, who was named the
SPARTAN SOCCER
MPSF Brine, "Player of the Week",
for the week of Sept. 27 will be eliTHE
gible to play Sunday against USF.
Goalkeeper Daniel Benton and
midfielder Francisco Martinez are
both injured and St. Clair said they
NOTEBOOK
are both out for the next game.
Midfielder Frank Sanfflippo has a
San Jose State University (4-1-2) twisted
ankle and defender Artan
defeated then-No. 5 Santa Clara Rodriguez
has a twisted knee.
University 2-1 on Sept. 23. That loss,
St. Clair said both are questionable
coupled with a loss to the University of
Missouri-Kansas City, dropped Santa for Wednesday’s game.
"We were hoping Frank would
Clara to No. 22.
SJSU opened Mountain Pacific improve enough to see action on
Sunday
but it looked worse than the
Sports Federation play on Friday
night, defeating Sacramento State day before," he said. "The swelling is
University 6-1. The Spartans drew too high to get (Sanfilippo and
with Cal Poly San’ Luis Obispo 0-0 on Rodriguez’s) injuries evaluated."
Midfielder Frank Mata is at about
Sunday.
The strong week helped the Spartans 70 percent, St. Clair said.
"He played (Sunday) but he had to
move up to No. 9 in the National
Soccer Coaches Association of sit back, he couldn’t get too
involved," he said.
America Far West region poll.
The condition of Spartan Soccer
"Honestly,! think we should be a little bit higher," Gary St. Clair, Spartans Field will also be an issue for
Wednesday’s game. The surface
head coach, said.
"The results speak for themselves," played hard against Cal Poly, St.
he said."! think our tie against Cal Clair said, which isn’t ideal for a team
Poly disappointed the rankers. Being that prides itself on playing the ball
ranked ninth is a good foundation, but on the ground.
we’ve tied and beat two Top-25 teams
"The groundskeepers are going to
and our conference opener was soften the field up a little," he said.
impressive."
"They’ll hit it with a lot of water (on
St. Clair said the loss of four starters Monday)."
to injuries, and a hectic schedule this
The length of the grass also conweek with three games in six days, tributed to the hard surface, St. Clair
made it tough to win all three games.
said. The grass was five-eighths of an
inch high on Sunday, but
Spartans Shorthanded
groundskeepers will grow it out to
about an inch higher in order to get
The Spartans could be without sev- softer bounces, he said.
eral starters due to injuries and red

Otters Swim on in

Daily Staff Writer

915T MINUTE

The Spartans will clash with the
Otters (3-8-0) on Wednesday at 3
p.m. at Spartan Soccer Field. The
Otters, who play in the National
Association
of
Intercollegiate
Athletics, come to SJSU with a live game losing streak.
St. Clair said that NAIA teams play
on a similar level to Division ll teams
but without an age eligibility limit.
The Otters have lost to Division I -A
teams Santa Clara University, the
University of San Francisco, and
Gonzaga University already this season, all by identical 2-0 scores.
"They are playing a tough schedule,
but they are playing well," St. Clair
said.
Over the past two seasons, the
Spartans have defeated the Otters
both times, winning 6-0 in 2001.
The Otters forced SJSU into double
overtime in 2002 before falling 1-0 in
the 103rd minute on a goal by Randy
Poggio..
"We felt good about the way we
played (SJSU) last year," CSUMB
head coach Artie Cairel said. "We were
hoping to hold on for a few more minutes and get a tie.
"It’s always a challenge to play at San
Jose," he said. "We hope this game is
closer to 1-0 than 6-0.
The Otters soccer program is still
relatively new, now in its sixth season,
Cain’ said.
St. Clair said there is a big improvement curve with a new program and
CSUMB has improved in recent years.
"They are somebody we can’t take for
granted or. underestimate, or we’re in
trouble," St. Clair said.
Cairel said the strength of his team is
their ability to stay organized on
defense.
The Otters are a patient team who sit
back on defense, play for pressure, and
then wait for opportunities to counterattack on offense, St. Clair said.
"fi’s a style of soccer that the Italian

Daily Staff Writer
Looking to snap a nine -game losing streak, the Spartans women’s soccer team gears up for a two-game
homestand- beginning Friday.
SPARTAN WOMEN’S SOCCER

BETWEEN THE

GOAL POSTS
NOTEBOOK

San Jose State University enters its
second week of Western Athletic
Conference play, in search of their
first victory since an Aug. 29’ win
against University of Pacific.
Sophomore defender Dea Hartz
said the team is frustrated, but its not
hitting the panic button yet.
"Were really frustrated right now,
but we can only improve as a team,"
Hartz said. "We’re just going to take
it one game at a time."
The Spartans (1-9, 0-2 in WAC)
arc coming off two road losses over
the weekend to Southern Methodist
University and University of TexasEl Paso.
SJSU fell to the Mustangs 4-0, and
lost the second game of the road trip
6-1 to the Miners.

Weekend Homestand
SJSU will face University of
Nevada-Reno Friday at 3 p.m. at the
Spartan Soccer Field, followed by a 5
p.m. Sunday match with Boise State
University at Spartan Stadium.
The two weekend opponents hold a
combined record of 5-14-1 this season.
Nevada (3-7-1, 0-0 in WAC) is
coming off of a 3-0 defeat Sunday to
the hands of UC Irvine.
Nevada mustered only three shots
on goal in the entire game.
It was the fifth time in nine matches that Nevada has been shutout.
The Wolf Pack play their first conference game of the year Friday
against SJSU.
The Wolf Pack handed SJSU a 4-3
defeat in 2002 in Reno.
Sunday’s contest features a Boise
State team fresh off of a 2-0 victory

Sunday against Northern Colorado.
Head coach Steve Lucas guides the
Broncos with 13 girls returning.
Lucas led Boise State (3-7-1, 0-0
in WAC) to its first postseason tournament in school history as the third
seed in the 2001 WAC tournament.
The Broncos are led by senior forward Brittany Zoellner.
Zoellner netted both goals in
Sunday’s win and was later named
Soccer Etc. Nike Invitational MVP.
She leads the Broncos in school
records for both career goals (26) and
career points (61).
In 2002, the Spartans defeated the
Broncos 4-1 at Spartan Stadium.

Week of Practice
The Spartans will be working on
fitness and sticking to their game
plan this week Herbst said.
Line sprints and long-distance running are just some of the drills SJSU
will work on, the sophomore goalie
said.
"Fitness is still our main concern
and it showed in the second half of
the UTEP game," Herbst said.
The Spartans will also work on
playing their game, which is keeping
the lull on the ground Herbst said.
"When we start playing the long
and high balls, we get into trouble,
Herbst said. "Keeping the ball on the
ground is what gets the offense
going."
The Spartans suffered no injuries
over the weekend and should have a
healthy team for the weekend
matches Hartz said.
SJSU has spent the last two weekends on road- trips. One in Colorado
and the other Texas.
"I think we’re all looking forward
to playing at home this weekend in
front of our fans and friends," Herbst
said. "All the traveling is sometimes
tiring."

Texas Two-Loss
Sjsu lost 4-0 Friday to defending
conference champions SMU (8-2, 10 in WAC).
The Mustangs outshot the
Spartans 19-8 in the contest.
Mustang forward Kim Harvey,
leading the team in scoring this season, netted two goals in the game’s
first 25 SJSU sophomore goalkeeper
Tc.)
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that his team got off to a slow start this
season but played better in games prior
to their participation in the St. Mary’s
Classic over the weekend.
The Dons (4-6-0) had won three
straight games before falling 1-0 to
Columbia University on Friday night.
They also lost 3-2 to Fresno State
University on Sunday.
USF has defeated the Spartans in
each of the last two seasons.
"Last year was a tough game," Visser
said. "We won 2-1 at home. The year
before we scored a couple of early goals
to open up the game.
St. Clair said he is eager to avenge
those recent losses.
"Along with Santa Clara, they are our
big local rivals," St. Clair said. "I have
a certain amount of anticipation for
this game. We would love to play well
and return the favor."
Despite their recent success against
SJSU, Visser expects a tough game.
"San Jose State is one of the better
teams in the West," he said. "We need

Right: Fresno State University
guard Terry Pettis drives the ball
against Boise State University
guard C.J. Williams on Jan. 9,
2003. at Selland Arena in Fresno.
In the 2002-2003 season Pettis
averaged 7.9 points and 3.5
assists per game. Last season he
appeared in all 28 of Fresno
State’s games starting in nine.

Photo Courtesy of the Western Athletic Conference
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our A-game to win.
"With the dimensions at Spartan
Stadium, there is always a lot of action
in front of the goals, lots of opportunities," Visser said.
The Dons have transformed themselves into a more physical team over
thepast few seasons, St. Clair said.
"They’ve changed their style," he
said. "They used to attack and not
worry about defense too much. Now
they play more not to lose rather than
to win outright."
So far this season, the Spartans have
shown that they are not willing to
simply sit on a lead in the second half.
Against Santa Clara and Sacramento
State, the Spartans continued to
attack the goal with the lead, creating
chances to increase their margin of
victory.
St. Clair said against Santa Clara,
the Spartans continued to attack in
hopes of getting a third goal.
"We knew that if we went up 3-0,
(Santa Clara) would fold," he said.

FRESNO
A Fresno State
University basketball player has been
suspended from the team indefinitely
after his arrest last week on suspicion
of felony vandalism and misdemeanor domestic battery.
Terry Pettis, a 6-foot-2 sophomore
guard from Minneapolis, surrendered
to Fresno police after his girlfriend
accused him of hitting her and vandalizing her car and apartment.
Calling the situation "disturbing
and painful," coach Ray Lopes suspended Pettis from the team.
"Terry needs help right now," Lopes
said. "Terry needs our support."
Pettis will attend counseling immediately, Lopes said, although the
coach did not divulge specifics.
The suspension bars Pettis from all
team activities, including practice,
conditioning, weightlifting and
games. If Charged and convicted,
Pettis would be kicked off the team.
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The Spartans close out their fivegame home stand against the
University of San Francisco, Sunday at
Spartan Stadium at 7:30 /3.r11.
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Poly San Luis Obispo at the Spartan Soccer Field.

National Team has perfected," he said.
Cairel knows the odds may be
against his team but he expects them
to battle.
Kyle Archibald, the team’s leading
soccer, is expected to miss the game
with an ankle injury.
"We have two starters down, an
MCL (injury) and a rolled ankle,"
Cairel said. "Plus we’re losing another
player to a red card suspension. We’re
a little diluted coming in but we’re
going to battle.
"David has to go meet Goliath and
we hope to compete," he said. "We’re
hopefully able to look the other team
in the eye and make them blink first."

.4ssociated Press

Adrienne Herbst said the team
played a solid second half but couldn’t get it going in the first frame.
"We were frantic in the first half,
and we just needed to settle down
and play our game," Herbst said.
SJSU battled UTEP Sunday in
their second conference game of the
season.
The Miners defeated the Spartans
6-1, punching in five second-half
goals.
Spartan sophomore goalie ,Erin
Lavey was busy in the second half,
trying to stop Miners forward
Kristine McCartney.
The Miners standout is among the
’top goal-scorers in the WAC, notching her tenth goal of the season on
Sunday.
Herbst said she wasn’t pleased with
the final score, but thought the girls
played hard in the first half.
"In the second game, we played our
best soccer all year in the first half,"
Herbst said.
SJSU tried a different approach in
the UTEP match by shuffling the
lineup Herbst said.
Head coach Cris Gilmore pushed
sophomore defender Andrea Puljiz
to the attacking midfielder position,
and placed Hartz up on the front
line.
Hartz said she enjoyed playing
offense and that Puljiz’s position
change created more scoring opportunities for the team.
Puljiz assisted on sophomore forward Mariana Mesa’s tying goal in
the 37th minute heading into halftime.
Mesa’s goal in the first half put an
end to the Spartans 217 -minute
scoreless stretch.
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Rina Ota / Daily File Photo

Spartan midfielder Frank Mata brings the ball upfield during the first half of Sunday’s game against Cal

Fresno State basketball program suspends guard

SJSU women’s soccer team brings
nine-game losing streak home
By David Weinstein
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Mans: At Shoreline Amphitheater
in Mountain View, Oct. 5./ $33.50
- $66.50
Slightly Stoopid: At tilt Fillmore
in San Francisco. Oct. 25, $16.50
(415) 346-6000
CONI FOY:
Asian American Comedy Night:
Featuring: Kevin Camia, Amy
Anderson and Oliver Saria
Oct. 10 at 8 p.m, at the
Montgomery Theater in San Jose.
Rt.
San Jose Museum of Quilts and
Textile: Undercover: Political
expressions in traditional quilts.
Aug. 19 - Oct. 26 (40x) 971-0323
www.sjouiltrnuseum.org
Japanese American Museum of
San Jose: 1942: Luggage from
home to camp, the exclusion /
incarceration: Chinese and
Japanese Experiences in America.
Oct. 11,9 am.- 12:30 p.m. at the
San Jose Museum of Art.
FILM:
MOSAIC Movie Mondays:
My Left Foot. Oct. 6 from noon
to 1:3B p.m. every Monday (free).
Gypsy Cinema: The Seedlings:
The Art Flistory of Surfing with
Jazz guitarist Tommy Guerrero
(free). Oct. 3 at the Circle of Palms
San Jose Mus. of Art: 8:15 p.m.
(bring blankets/chairs).
Midnight Movie Madness: Every
Friday at Camera 7 Pruneyard,
Camera One. $6.50.
This week: Raiders of the Lost
Ark
Next week: ReservoieDogs
Arab Filim Festival: At the Towne
Theater in San Jose. Oct 3 from
3:15 p.m to 10:15 pm. and Oct. 4
from 2 p.m. to 9 Pin.
www.aff.org /(415)564-1100
THEATER:
San Jose Repertory: Noises
Off, Sept. 6 - Oct. 5
Mary s Wedding. Oct. 18 - Nov.
16(408) 367-7255
Bus Stop: At the Northsidc
Theatre Company in San Jose.
Oct. 9- Nov. 2 ’ Thursdays Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at
3 p.m. (408) 288-7820

Wrestling star
proves he can be
an action hero
By Robert Hong
Daily Staff Writer
Envision a rough and deadly city,
with hundreds of soldiers armed and
ready to kill at their commander’s
word, and in the outskirts of the ciry,
vicious revolutionaries hiding in the
trees with submachine guns.
This scene might be no problem for

Groundation: Ai the Catalyst in
Santa Cruz on Oct. 10 at 9:30 p.m.
$10 in advance / $12 at the door.

REVIEW
By Ken Lotich
Daily Staff Writer
Vertical Horizon returns four years
after their last album a new antis
titled "Go."
The pop-alternative band is most
notably
known
for
songs
"Everything You Want" and "You re
a God" which were dominant on
Top-40 radio in 2000.

REVIEW
The band brings strong lyrics and
mellow guitar jams similarly found
on
their
previous
album,
"Everything You Want."
"Go will deliver the goods to
Vertical Horizon fans and its
smooth and meaningful tracks will
be able to attract a few new fans for
them as well. The strength of this
album is its consistency the songs
stay in sync by carrying the same
tempo throughout.
That is also the album’s weakness
its lack of variation and surprise
may have some casual fans wanting
more.
Vertical Horizon lead singer, Matt
Scannell, wrote all of the songs for
the album and the band doesn’t sample any other artists. It’s great to hear
bands that are credible in the sense
that they stick to the way music
should be done
written and performed by the artists.
The band has stuck to what works
for them, sticking to content and
delivery rather than catchiness. It’s
good in a time of the many faceless
bands that put out music today.
Vertical Horizon’s veteran distinct
sound in their genre should enable
them to do well on the radio again.
"Go" is a different breed of a popalternative album because it contains
songs that actually have meaning
and personalityto them. The listener will know the band put emphasis
in the content of each track.
The first single off "Go" is "I’m
Still Here," a song about a relationship gone sour, where one person is
still waiting for the other to come
back to try to work things out.
Scannell asks the question If you
were right and I was wrong / Why
are you the one who’s gone / And
I’m still here."
The first three tracks, which
include "I’m Still Here" start the
album off slow and relaxed, with the
fourth track "Sunshine" picking
things up just a bit.
Track five, ’Goodbye Again" tones
the album down again. The traciehas
strengths in its catchy guitar rifts
and Chorus. There is a lot of potential for this track to be an upcoming
The true energy of the album
comes out during "Echo," the sixth
track of the album. The lyrics in this
track expresses someone s ’search for
self-identity with the metaphor of
not wanting to become another
echo.
The album is rounded off with
strong lyrical and appealing tracks in
"It’s Over" and "Underwater," which
is the final track in the album.
"Go" is recommended for those
who appreciate something not found
on many albums today songs with
acnial depth and meaning.

Rooms
For Rent

action star Vin Diesel. But the question is, can it be handled by The
Rock?
Well critics, hold on to your
thoughts, because in "The Rundown,"
actor Dwayne Johnson (better known
World Wrestling Entertainment’s
"The Rock") gets his chance.
With his only previous movie credential as being the Scorpion King,
fans everywhere must have been left
wondering, "Can The Rock do anything that doesn’t require him running
around in Speedos with his shirt off?
"Can he get rid of that Conan the
Barbarian repertoire and move into a
different genre?"
In truth, he manages to succeed
quite well as an urban action star.
He is even honored with a symbolic
passing of the action hero torch from
his gubernatorial-bound predecessor

SPARTAN VILLAGE
RESIDENCE HALLS

Arnold Schwarzenegger.
After a crude fight scene showing an
impeccable display of his raw brute
strength, Beck (Johnson), a reluctant
bounty hunter of some sorts, heads
out for one last job. But this is no
ordinary assignment.
He is sent off to Brazil to bring
Travis Walker (Seann William Scott-)
back to his father.
However, before ever seeing Travis,
he comes face to face with the merciless Hatcher (Christopher Walken),
who is running a cruel mining facility
down in Brazil, enslaving thousands of
Brazilian people.
Beck is then forced to consider if his
ominous assignment is important
enough to let this brutal situation continue.
The highlight of this freight-trainof-a-movie would have to be Beck’s
massacre at the hands of Brazilian revolutionaries.
Here The Rock stays true to his
wrestling roots as he is tossed and battered by men half his size. This
includes a ruthless performance by
Ernie Reyes Jr. as a kamikaze revolutionary.
Throw in the unsurpassable attraction of Rosario Dawson, and frequent
quips from the dramatically untouchable Christopher Walken, the movie
makes for a Brazilian-style twist on
the Antonio Banderes neo-classic
"Desperado."
The movie’s South American
shootout scenes are reminiscent of
"Desperado’s" one-man-against-theworld flare.
Even Scott seems to desire to break
out of his American Pie typecast as
"Stifler" and push his boundaries
toward a rugged Harrison Ford-style

image. Combined with his performance in "Bulletproof Monk, he just
might have the chance.
Good old Vinny Diesel might not
have been able to pull off this vindictive job with any sort of class as he has
played the callous tough guy card one
too many times. Yet The Rock puts a
spin on the scene by doing what he
does best grabbing the reigns of his
established wrestling foundation.
In "The Rundown"The Rock reverts
to his highly acclaimed wise cracking,
no nonsense persona, and tackles big
name stars as if they were incoming
fledglings that he is about to wrestle.

By Robert Hong
Daily Staff Writer
At 7:10 p.m. Friday night, the front
of the Saratoga AMC 1-4 theaters in
San Jose was packed with teenagers
and curious onlookers, watching over
a strategically placed red carpet to see
who and what it was for.
Thirty minutes later, martial arts
expert -Ernie Reyes Jr. made his way
down the carpet to celebrate his new
film, "The Rundown," in his hometown of San Jose.
"I started my whole martial arts
career and all my training here in San
Jose," he said. "I moved to L.A., but
everything really jumped off for me
while I was living in Fan Jose."
Reyes’ fans included a large number
of students from his martial arts studios around the Bay Area. The first
few rows in the theater were reserved
especially for them.
Alexandra Stidham of San Jose is a
student of Ernie Reyes West Coast
Martial Arts. She said that Reyes’ part
in the movie has been publicized in
the studios.

"I started my whole
martial arts career
and all my
training here
in San P.m."
Ernie Reyes Jr.,
martial arts expert
"Emit shows up at some of the tournaments and black belt tests, and people are excited to see him perform (in
the movie)," she said.
As the audience was ushered into the
theater, Reyes spent some time posing
for pictures and joking with some of
his fans.
After a small introduction, the
movie viewing began.

or your money back
Taking the LSAT this Saturday?

Photo courtesy of Universal Pictures

In a scene from "The Rundown," shot in Brazil, Ernie Reyes Jr.,
swings in to show The Rock that size doesn’t matter.

When the time came for Ernie to
battle with professional wrestling
superstar, The -Rock, cheers of support
en_ipted from the crowd.
The scene features Reyes swinging
from vines and throwing jabs and
kicks at the 6-foot-5-inch -Rock,
"I didn’t even have a stunt double,"
Reyes said. "It was all me, man."
This is not the first time Reyes has
performed stunt work. In the 1990
film "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,"
Reyes worked as a stunt double for the
character Donatello.
He then returned for a feature part
in the movie’s sequel, as a pizza delivery guy who befriends the turtles.
Turtles’ was an entirely, different
experience (from The Rundown),"

said Reyes. "This movie has big
names and a very large budget."
Ernie credits much of his acting success to his martial arts background.
"My dad (famous martial artist
Ernie Reyes), taught me himself, and
brought in instructors for me all along
the way," he said.
Reyes said The Rundown was the
perfect movie for his comeback to the
big screen.
"I haven’t done a real (part) in a
movie for ten years," he said. "It was
cool because I got to be the good guy
and the bad guy all at once."
After the screening was over, Reyes
and some of his fans headed off to a
private VIP party at Fanny .and.
Alexander’s restaurant in downtown

Al pi, F s,1

San Jose to celebrate the movie’s
opening day.
The party kicked off with a small
performance by some of the students
of the Ernie Reyes West Coast
Martial Arts. Then the disc jockey
turned on the music and the festivities
commenced.
Following several interviews, including one with a Filipino television
channel, Reyes came onto the dance
floor and entertained some of the
crowd.
The party continued on until 2 a.m.
Reyes’ cousin, Leanna Martinez, was
among those at the night’s revelries.
"Ernie was really excited for today,"
she said. "I just canae to watch my
cousin whoop The Rock’s ass."
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The only real trouble with this
movie may lie in its portrayal of the
Brazilian people. It may leave the
unfamiliar viewer to wonder if Brazil
really does consist solely of a bunch of
revolutionaries running through the
jungle in hopes of escaping a world
run by Christopher Walken.
Plus, the thought of one unarmed
man attempting to take down a battalion of soldiers is a bit unrealistic.
Nonetheless, the movie is a solid
ride, and, given the proper opportunity, the cast shines through like a walk
down Hollywood Boulevard in sunny
Southern Cilifomia.

Ernie Reyes Jr., proves movie star status

higher
LSAT score
guaranteed

Spaces STILL available
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The Rock gets his ’Rundown’
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By Veronica Mendoza
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she said.

Daily Senior Staff Writer
In 1954, the film "Salt of the Earth"
- blacklisted at the time - premiered at two theater locations in the
state of New York. The movie was
shown only once or twice said Larry
Wright, a guest speaker for the San
Jose State University event that will
celebrate the film’s 50th anniversary.
The film, which depicts a strike that
occurred in 1950 by Local Union 890
of the International Union of Mine,
Mill and Smelter Workers against the
Empire Zinc Corporation, will be
shown Wednesday on the second floor
of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Joint Library at 6:30 p.m.
Sonia Montoya, a senior majoring in
public relations, helped organize the
event with the help of the McNair
scholars program and MEChA.
Montoya as currently conducting
research on the history of the film and
about the strike under which the film
was based.
Montoya and her father, Porfirio
Montoya, will be guest speakers at the
event and both have a personal connection to the film.
Sonia’s grandmother, Feliciana
Montoya, her uncle, qpriano
Montoya and her aunt, Maria Dolores
Montoya, were all in the film and were
associated with Local Union 890.
Wright’s father was also in the film
and was the editor for the union’s
newspaper at the time of the strike.
The movie, "Salt of the Earth,"
depicts the real-life story of a strike
that took place in Grant County, New
Mexico in 1950, said Sonia Montoya.
"The actual members of Local
Union 890 played a very key role in
making the film," Sonia Montoya
said. ’The director and the producers
were constantly asking for their input
to show a true depiction of what
occurred."
Also many of the actors involved in
the film were not real actors but were
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor Is there any guarantee
Implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
P/T, FIT STUDENT WANTED
for telemarketing potential high
tech customers. Great stressfree job for that student who
needs a little income while
attending class. Great way to
learn computer industry! $10/hr.
Send resume HROpdpsys.corn
RECRUITER FOR MARIJUANA
POLICY PROJECT - Earn
money by collecting names of
people who wish to receive
MPP’s email alerts -Training
workshop to be held at SJSU on
Wed. 10/1 in the Student Union Email bkintisch mpp.org to get
more into and reserve a spot

the strike,

NIrartoya said.

An Honest Movie
about American
Working People

Local Union 890
Porfirio Montoya said he was born
after the strike but his father and other
family members told him about the
events that occurred.
He said he knew about the movie,
"Salt of the Earth," but he didn’t know
too much about it when he was
younger.
"Growing up I knew more about the
strike then the movie," he said.
Sonia’s grandfather and Porfirio’s
father was the president of the union
from 1948 to 1954- during the time
of the strike.
Despite Cipriano Montoya’s leadership role for Local Union 890, he was
not featured in the film, Sonia said.
Instead Juan Chacon, who was a
trustee for the executive board of the
union and who later became president, was featured as the lead in the
film.
"The reason why Juan Chacon
played the lead and my grandfather
didn’t was because the film makers felt
my grandfather - first of all was overweight and second of all was not
attractive enough," Montoya said as
she laughs.
"That s Hollywood for you, it hasn’t
changed much has it?"
The lead actress in the film was
played by Mexican movie star Rosaura
Reviieltas, who Wright said was
deported to Mexico during the filming of the movie as a means to stop the
production of the film.
Luckily the film was almost done
with production when she was deported so the film was not drastically
affected, Wright said.
Montoya said there were three main
reasons for the strike by the union
members.
The first reason was that miners
working for Empire Zinc were not
compensated for the time they spent
setting and cleaning up outside of the
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Photo courtesy of the book ’The Suppression of Salt of the Earth,’
by James J. Lorence

This is the cover of the brochure that was
the ’Salt of the Earth’ movie premiere.
mines, Montoya said.
"Basically they (Empire Zinc) were
getting four hours of free labor,"
Porfirio Montoya said.
A second reason for the strike was
for health benefits, he said.

used

in

1954

to promote

A final reason for the strike was to
negotiate for better wages, Montoya
said.
"They wanted to put pressure on
Empire Zinc in order to meet their
demands as employees," Sonia

stile 011 the movie theaters not to show
it and so it didn’t get shown hardly at
The Women’s Auxiliary
all," said Wright.
The movie’s director, Herbert
blontoya’s grandmother, Feliciana Biberman, was known as one of "the
Montoya, was the vice president of the Hollywood Ten" - a group of film
women s auxiliary during the time of makers who were assumed to be part
the strike. The women’s auxiliary was of the communist party because their
formed by the women of the union films were about human issues and
and fought for issues that directly were deemed un-American, Sonia
affected them, Porfirio Montoya said. Montoya said.
In the film, the women’s auxiliary
The film’s producer, Paul Jerrie, wa,
plays a pivotal role. Montoya said.
also blacklisted during this time.
The movie depicts the real life situa
"This movie was being blacklisted
lion in which the men of 1.,ical
while it was being produced," Porfiro
890 were ordered by court injunction
Montoya said. "They said it was an
to stop picketing or else face being
un-American film, because it was
arrested, Montra said.
depiefing unfair social issues."
However, the injunction never menSonia Montoya said that many of
tioned anything about the women the union members involved in the
being forced to stop the strike and so strike were called to speak in front of
the ladies’ auxiliary took over the the
Activities
Un-American
strike, she said.
Committee, including her grandfather
Montoya said that many of the and her grandmother.
union men were opposed to the
Larry Wright said that his father was
women taking over the picket line - also called before the Un-American
including her grandfather - but she Activities Committee during the
said that in an interview many years strike.
after the strike her grandfather
Sonia Montoya said that it was not
revealed how iniportant the women’s until 2001 that the movie was inductrole was.
ed into the movie industry - as a
"The men would have not won the Hollywood classic.
strike had it not been for the women,"
The speakers for the event will be
Sonia said.
Lorenzo and Anita Torrez, who were
Wright said that the movie became both part of the union; Larry Wright,
very popular in the 1960s and 1970s who was one of the children in the
due to the women’s movement.
whose father was the editor
"It was shown a lot by political filmtheand
union’s newspaper and Porfirio
activist, especially in the i970s," he of
and
Sonia
Montoya.
said.
The film will be shown after a discussion about the history behind the
Blacklisted Films
making of the movie.
Sonia Montoya said that it is imporFrom 1945 to the late 1950s, the
to hear about the film and it’s-hisMcCarthy era began to trigger, tant
tory because the film touches on very
Montoya said.
important messages concerning gen"When they were making the film der, labor and union issues.
during the McCarthy period the gov"It’s so imperative because these
ernment didn’t want the film made themes haven’t completely died,"
and they did different things to stop Montoya said.
production," said Wright. "’When the
"The only way to know our history is
film came out they put so much pres- through the people who lived it."
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TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
PIT instructors elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required.
Oppty for teaching exp. Need car.
VM 408-287-4170s 408 BINE

VALET PARKING - Now hiring
for Part-Time positions in the
San Jose, & Los Gatos area.
We provide valet service for
hotels and special events
Flexible schedules, mostly
STUDENT WORK
evenings and weekends. Must
$17.50 TO START
be neat, well groomed and be
FT/PT Avail, All Majors,
able to provide excellent
Great Resume Exp,
customer service. Applicants
Training Provided.
must be able to drive a 5 -speed
START IMMEDIATELY
transmission and have a valid
CALL 408-436-9336
CDL with a 900d DMV record.
FunStudentWork.com
Starting pay is $7.00/hour plus
tips. Please call 925-934-7275,
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Signature Parking Services.
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA REC
DEPT. Positions Open Now For GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Leaders. Afterschool Elem.Sch. help needed for small exclusive
Age Child Care Recreation/ shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat
Enrichment Programs. P/T, M -F Must be reliable, honest, able to
2-6pm & T-Th 2-6pm positions do physical work. Prefer exp
available Pay Range: $7.83- working w/ dogs, but will train
$11.32 hour starting depending Great oppty for dog lover Can
on exp. No ECE units req. Call FAX resume to 408/377-010901
Kathy, 408-867-6348
Call 371-9115
OUTSIDE SALES INTERN
$9-$12/hr Toshiba Business
Solutions, FT / PT, Copiers,
Printers & Fax Equipment.
Contact Dave: 650-845-6258

PART-TIME for kwurance Office
in Santa Clara. Approximately LOS GATOS Swim & Racquet
10 hours a week. Call 261-4600 Club is currently accepting
and ask for Patti or Bhranti.
applications for positions in the
following departments: Fitness
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Center, Age-Group Swim Team
PT/FT. Flexible Schedule
Coaches, and Maintenance
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Applicants are to be outgoing,
Student Friendly - Will Train
able to multi -task and good cus40e-247427
tomer service is a plus. Parttime AM/PM shifts available.
AEROBIC/DANCE/PILATES For more info: Call 408-356-2136
AM/PM Flex Sched. Must Have or Fax resume to 408-358-2593
Car. 1-7 hrs week. S15-$20 per
hour. James Ocampcarter net. FRATERNMES SORORITIES
Call 408-971-4760.
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000 -$2,000 this
INSURANCE SALES Part-Tlme
semester with a proven
approximately 20 hours a week.
3 hour
CampusFundraiser
Require energetic self-starter
fundraising event. Our free
with 2 yrs college or equivalent.
make fundraising
programs
Salary plus bonus Will train Fax easy with no risks. Fundraising
your resume to 408-278-1745 dates are filling quickly, so get
or call 261-4600 and ask for
with the program’ It works!
Sandra
Contact CampusFundraiser at
888-923-3238, or visit
DELIVERY DRIVERS
www.campusfundraisercom.
Party rental business
Perfect for students’
Earn $250 every weekend’
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876.

COMMUNICATIONS
FIRM SHARED HOUSING
expanding in SJ area. Friendly
people needed in marketing dept.
Great Pay’ Call 1-888-269-0287 RENT REDUCED! 2 ROOMS
spacious with walk-in closets
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! $525/mo. Also large basement
Local valet company in search room, multiple occupancy, prirt
of enthusiastic and energetic entry, $550/ person. 3 blocks
individuals to work at nearby from SJSU 408-287-5917.
malls and private events. FT/PT
available. We will work around 1BDRM IN4BR HOUSE, $650
your busy school schedule per month $550 dep Close to
Must have clean DMV Lots of SJSU. Lt Rail Beautiful house in
fun & earn good money Call safe neighborhood sy/ plenty of
408-867-7275.
parking Call Alexa 925-698-0245

MASTERS SWIM COACH
Coach adult Masters Swimming
5.15am-8-00am Toes & Thurs
Coach adult swimmers in stroke
development, speed work, and
Applicant must
endurance
have competitive swim exp.
and experience in teaching.
Ability to obtain a lifeguard
certification is a must. For more
information call Elise Lalor,
PERFECT PT / FT JOB for Aquatics Program Director
students! If you have direct Central YMCA, 408-351-6326
sales experience or want to or email Elalorescvymca.org.
make superior income, contact
us immediately. Average rep PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
makes $25 - $30 per hour Counselors for elementary, middle
Leads provided Classroom and school. & shelter, after -school
field training for those selected programs for girls Faciltate
curriculum activities Strong
408-420-3073.
interpersonal, planning, organiATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS zation, & follow-through skills. a
must. 12-15 hrs/wk. $10/hr. Visit
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) VAVW girlscoutsofscc org for more
information. Send cover letter
Internships possible
& resume to Dept. PCI, Girt
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually Scouts of Santa Clara County.
1310 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose
Some conditions apply
CA 95128 or FAX 408-287-8025
Start at 15.75 BASE - appt
per
week
or
email hrOgirlscoulsofscc.org.
Earn $75-$470
AA/EOE
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sates
LIFEGUARDS - Instrut Donal
No experience necessary
Lifeguards -Aquatic Specialists
Training provided
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
Endorsed by National
part or full time in San Jose
Academic Advisory Board
$13 42.br
Earn income & gain experience’ Mon - Sat. $982
Jacob
408295-0228
Call 615-1500
10am - 4pm Call
lobsigesba
Resume
org or
.www workforstudents com/sjsif
Fax 408-275-9858, or mail
95128
Jose
NEED ONE P/T BOOKKEEPER 730 Empey Way San
Bilingual Required English &
ADVERTISE
IN
CLASSIFIEDS!
Vietnamese. Contact Van at
Quick - Easy - Painless’
408-299-0988

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

2 BDRM. 1 BATH to SJSU - not fancy, lust clean
w/new tile. oven, paint. Ideal for
1-2 quiet people w/no pets.
Uncovered parking for 1 car
81100/mo rent includes utilities.
S. 5th St. rear unit, For appt. call
408-528-8380 01 408-921-7979.
2 APTS FOR RENT
476 N 3rd St.
Large Studio & 1 Bedroom Apt
Inciudes: DSL, Direct TV, Laundry,
New Refrig, Disposal & New
Paint, Old Victorian home
From $850 to $1100.
Call Reed 408-219-1330

ROOMS 4 RENT. Sorority dbis
w’meals incl. M -F (great food).
TIRED OF SHARING
Females only. Fun atmosphere.
A BATHROOM??
Big screenTV, Ex. Am, Lndry lac. Come see our huge 2 bedroom,
& more $500/mo 286-0868
2 full bath. over 1000 square toot
apartment. Walking distance to
campus, newly remodeled,
RENTAL HOUSING
parking,
security
gate
1 BD/1 BA 4 RENT - $900/M0 Substantially larger than others’
$400 deposit. 985 N.7th St. $1250/mo. 408-947-0803
Near Light Rail & Freeways.
Call Jesus 0 408-272-1302.

QfM NrLilES

WALK TO SCHOOL 550 S. 11th. FREE DENTAL CLEANING
4 BR / 2BA Frig, D/W. $2000.
Patients needed for Calif. State
2 BR / 2BA Frig, D/W, $1500.
Board Exam at UCSF School of
Call agent at 408-377-3000
Dentistry. Sun, Oct. 12, 2003.
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS Generous compensation for
time
and travel. 20 - 30 yrs old,
3 BR / 2 BA $1300/mo
529 S. 10th St 510-861-0820 heavy tartar, no active decay,
iion-smokers,
no restorations or
Available Oct. 1. Call Now’
single surface restorations only
committed to
reliable.
Must
be
SPOTLESS 21313RM / 1 BA APT
Parking. Laundry. 2 Blocks So treatment, comfortable in a
dental
setting,
and
with local
of SJSJ $1100. 408-559-1356.
anesthesia. 408-410-9424
DOWNTOWN APT FOR RENT
For as little as $725/mo a newly
ANNOUNCEMENTS
remodeled 1 BD/1 BA apt could
be yours’ Located near SJSU in
LETS TALK
bustling Downtown, iriaks-., it Humanist Polylogue, 1st Friday
perfect for students Further each month, San Jose Peace
conveniences this apt offers %.11n3ter, jgs7th
are laundry facilites and easy
topic48
ET LM7A3NIK1
access to Bay Area freeways Why are we in the closet.
Please cordact John at experience of coming out
408-947-0803 for showing Ask Peter Bishop, PhD. will provide
about STUDENT SPECIAL!?
brief intro then group sharing
Questions/ 408-923-3774. or
REMODELED Victorian STUDIO www humanists org
Walk to SJSU. Parking. Laundry
$850/mo 408-559-1356 days

FOR NATIONAL/ AGENCY RATES (All.

408-924-3277

NEED P/T NANNY 2 daysAveek
Flexible hrs/days $10/hr. 2 kids
Jackie 408-371-1311

no5a6hEddills38taisdbidirdletters, numbers punctuation

OFFICE ASSIST. Basic Skills.
Flex sched. $8-$10/hr to start
James Ocampcarter.net
408-971-4760
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18-31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
body disposes monthly
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now
818-832-1494
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific tisisemons
for
numbers or add,
information
additional
be
should
readers
Classified
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services
in addition. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
Vacations or merchandise

SERVICES

SPORTS/THRILLS

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
ATTENTION Personal Trainers
For your term paper or thesis
Maximise your earnings
Experienced, efficient, reliably
with supplementation
exacting. I will meet your deadCall 408-687-6906
line. Call Grace 831-252-1108
or evagrace0aol.com.

WORD PROCESSING

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60% For info
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
www studentdental com or
www goldenwest dental com

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Experienced & dependable.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda for appt at 408 -264-4504.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
4
8
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
28
31
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
51
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

ACROSS
Each arid every
Thick slice
Jr.’s exam
Lose one’s
balance
Corn Belt slate
Made a choice
Lubricates
Cake layer
Type of rocket
Police -blotter int.,
Unbelievable
(hyph )
Guesses
Remove from office
Words to a toddler
Towel designation
Arapaho foe
Supply food
Wade across
Thor’s hither
Hideous giant
Freighter hazards
Grocery section
Ardor
Highland miss
Worked as a model
Desire
Hack s customer
Damage
Potato jacket
Within - (near)
July 4 delight
(2 wds 1
Tie up the phone
Get acclimated
Astrologers of old
Lhasa Softens
With. to Pierre
Football stands
Transmitted
JekytEs other half
Magazine VIPs

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
OPEC
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ELOPE
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ST ATS
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on Fealve SynnIcate Inc

2 Soft purple
3 Fir-fi records
4 Mild protests
(hyph 1
5 Cuts of meat
6 Overwhelmed
7 Cutting remark
8 Like a sponge
9 Erupts
10 Views
11 Sea swallow
12 Rise abruptly
15 Vet patient
20 Heather milieu
21 Anstocrats
23 Use a prayer rug
26 Ranch animal
27 Units of energy
29 Flooring piece
30 Writer
- Bagnold
31 Snug
32 Baseballs
Tommie
33 Change

DOWN
I Just the same

34
35
37
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
58

Suspect
Bad smells
Alps’ Mont Do a kitchen
chore
Best
Spitefulness
Isaks real name
Made a border
Publicized
Caravan halts
Some boxing
triumphs
Tire support
Heavy burden
Rani ’s servant
Conservative
color
Raided the
fridge
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Ad

Please check
/
one classification:

Rates: 3 -line minimum

Three
Four
Two
Five
One
Days Days
Days
Day
Days
$13
$11
$7
$9
3 lines
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% oft
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 250 off
Local rotes apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address
tip code

Oty a &Me

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located vi Dwight Bettie! Hall. Boom 209
Deadline 10-00 am two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
All ads are prepaid
III Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL OOP 924-3277
’if lip
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only.
Ads roust be placed in person in DBH 201.) tiom 10,am io Jpoi

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a

service

to the campus

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs

Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
Fat Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health Beauty
Si-ic Tills
Ii .rai.,
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
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RUSSELL I
continuedfrom page 1
(gubernatorial) candidates seem to case
utwhat Califirnians have to say about
issues plaguing the state"
Jorge del Pilar, an undeclared freshman, said that Russell campaigning on
campus showed that she cares about the
issues she is presenting.
"Some of the other candidates have
been in the (San Jose) area, but none of
them have been to either of the campuses in the area," del Pilar said. it’s
like they don’t think younger voters
count."
Russell said she wants college-aged
voters to know that their vote is very

The way of the sword ...

important in the recall election.
"Young voters are a huge chunk of the
voting public," she said. "Their votes
mean a lot in this election. It’s OK to
complain, but if you’re not voting then
you don’t have representation."
Russell said she finds it sad that she
could not participate in any of the
debates, and that only the big names are
getting media attention.
"There’s an element of journalistic
integrity that the news media can’t give
equal coverage to all candidates," she
said.
Russell admitted that she is against
the recall and is voting no.
"I don’t support (the recall)," Russell

Ten Commandments
display goes to court
/h.) Og. /Wed

MONTGOMERY,
Ala.
Suspended Alabama Chief Justice
Roy Moore has asked the U.S.
Supreme Court to allow his Ten
Commandments monument to be put
back on display in the rotunda of the
state’s Judicial Building.
Moore’s brief made public Monday
says the court "has failed to provide a
uniform rule of law" on separation of
church and state issues involving the
public display of religious items.
"The lower federal courts are floundering in a sea of precedents with no
legal rudder," Moore said in the brief
filed late Friday.
A federal district judge in
Montgomery has ruled the monument’s placement by Moore in the
violates
the
state
building
Constitution’s ban against government promotion of religious doctrine.
A federal appeals court later affirmed
the ruling.
Moore contends the monument is a

p1 per acknowledgment ot God and
that a federal court has no authority to
tell a state’s chief justice what to do.
The monument was moved in
August into a storage room in the
judicial building, setting off two weeks
of protests outside the building by
Moore’s supporters.
Richard Cohen, an attorney for the
Southern Poverty Law Center, one of
three groups that filed the lawsuit
seeking removal of the monument,
said Moore’s case is unique from other
Ten Commandment cases and should
not be the one to resolve the issue.
"No matter how the Supreme Court
might resolve the ambiguity, all the
judges would recognize that Moore’s
actions were unconstitutional," Cohen
said.
Moore was suspended as chief justice for defying the district judge’s
order to remove the monument. He
goes on trial before the Alabama
Court of the Judiciary on Nov. 12 on
judicial ethics charges for his refusal to
comply with the order.

Yvonne PH-qua / Daity Staff
From right, Temuchin Lowe, a fifth degree Kendo chief instructor, spars with Curt Sennewald, left, a human performance instructor,
on the grass in front of the Event Center Thursday afternoon. Sennewald is the adviser of the Kendo Naginata Club, which was
started in 1963 at San Jose State University.

Readership program provides more than newspapers
Photojournalism professor Dennis
Dunleavy said the program is
intended to create a network
between the New York Times staff
Students at San Jose State and SJSU.
University may benefit from a proJohn Schwartz, the Northern
gram designed to increase newspaper California
Readership
Project
readership. The New York Times and Manager for New York ’Times, said
The San Jose Mercury News are pro- the goal is to have the program grow
viding free copies of their respective into a network that reaches into varipublications through Oct. 3.
ous curriculums.
Looking deeper into the program.
"We have great writers on staff and
makes it clear that there is more to it that could broaden the San Jose State
than free newspapers.
University experience," Schwartz
By Michael Lerma
Daily Staff Writer

said.
Dunleavy said the program began
when he was attending a lecture at
UC Berkeley and he wondered why
the lecturers were not coming to
SJSU. He found that Stanford had
been involved for years and Sonoma
State was also benefiting.
"Stanford has access to top journalists. Reporters who have been to Iraq
and experts on bioethics should be at
SJSU, too," Dunleavy said.
Schwartz said that pertinent issues
to be addressed include file sharing.

"The staff of NYT can add a lot of
insight to the matter," Schwartz said.
Schwartz said the program’s success
would be measured based upon how
many issues of the Times and the
Mercury News disappear. Dunleavy
said that the issues outside Dwight
Bente! Hall are gone by 10 a.m.
Mary Lou Gonzalez, a graduate student in counselor education, was not
aware that the program was in place.
"I didn’t know that students could
pick up the paper for free. I’ll be sure
and pick up a copy," she said.

Dunleavy said the next step is to fig
ure out how the school is going to pay
for the service.
"It is a wonderful opportunity that
should cost each student the price of a
cappuccino."
It is unclear who SJSU can expect to
lecture specifically, at this time.
Dunleavy expects the first lecture to
take place next fall.
Some possibilities for funding the
program will be discussed with
Associated Students, Dunleavy said.
The program is in partnership with

Mercury News In Education, which
offers learning materials free of charge
to educational institutions from pnmary to secondary schools.
David Hernandez, an SJSU alumnus, is a teacher at Lowell Elementary
School in San Jose.
"I have a colleague that uses the San
Jose Mercury News for reading exercises but I was not aware that I could
get copies, too. It would come in
handy when the children are learning
to use math in the real world,
Hernandez said.

"ONE OF 2003’s
BEST OF THE YEAR"
Richard Roeper

LUCK TOMORROW

THE FILM THAT CRITICS AND AUDIENCES RAVED ABOUT.
"TWO BIG THUMBS UP!"
Ebert & Roeper

"**** A TOUR DE FORCE"
ff**.t. v. W. Nevins, San Francisco Chronicle

DVD INCLUDES DIRECTOR
AND WRITERS’ COMMENTARY.

SEE WHAT ALL THE BUZZ IS ABOUT
ON DVD AND VHS SEPTEMBER 30TH.
It" mern InIornmt.n. US Ilk /.14.
nFt In W. fontnto. «nn
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